JET TOWEL CASE STUDIES:
ENHANCED HAND DRYING
At the same cost of using one
paper towel to dry a pair of
hands, the Jet Towel laminar air
flow dries up to 100 pair of
hands!
Launched in 1993, the Jet Towel hand dryer
has been improving its performance and
design to please customers and end users,
as well as becoming more hygienic and
energy saving.
In particular, the ninth generation of this
model allows you to control speed or heat
and offers an easy to service drain tank.
Although every client searches for different
parameters in a hand dryer, the Jet Towel
covers all the main features often required
in commercial washrooms.
Parker-Hannifin Factory (Dewsbury)
This manufacturing site, that produces
filters for engines, swapped from paper
towels to the Jet Towel. The new solution
reduced costs and logistical resources than
paper towels, and gave a dry time of 9
seconds. With 300 employees in three
shifts, it is necessary to keep queues to a
minimum during the busiest periods.
Cotswold Wildlife Park (Oxon)
The staff of this privately owned zoo
appreciated the antimicrobial material and
Silver Ion technology of the Jet Towel,
which prevent bacteria on its surfaces. Their
250 species must also be protected from a
cross-contamination atmosphere, since
many of them are unusual and endangered.
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Restaurant Panoramic 34 (Liverpool)
This sophisticated diner in the West Tower,
with incredible 360º views of the area,
successfully requested an efficient hand
dryer that could match the luxurious style of
the premises.
Charity: Mind in Haringey (London)
When this charity for people with mental
health problems decided to install hand
dryers, noise was the first concern. the Jet
Towel has the Quiet Mark awarded by the
Noise Abatement Society, emitting just 56
decibels. This greatly suited the necessity
for low sound levels.
Pizza Hut (Midlands)
Among other features, three Pizza Hut
restaurants chose the Jet Towel due to
Mitsubishi’s reliability: a resistant body, a
safety cut-off in case of misuse and a 550W1240W motor tested to support 400 uses a
day for at least 7 years.
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